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ff. 877r Agustin Hernandez agrees to pay Diego Aras 102 pesos by the end of November 1582. Maria [Rojas], Diego Rodriguez, Juan [Dominguez] and Tomas [Sanchez] served as witnesses. Documented by Melchor de Molina, public scribe. 1582/08/16
ff. 877v Andrés [Gonzales/Gómez?] agrees to pay Pedro de Baeza and Alonso Brabo in 32 pesos 6.5 tomines of common gold for 20 "fanegas" of corn. Alonso Perez and Alonso Rubilla Seles de Angulo served as witnesses. Documented by Melchor de Molina, public scribe. 1582/08/18

ff. 882 Melchor de los Reyes awards power of attorney to Hernán Perez, prosecutor of the city. Juan de [Ribero?], Juana Congo and Alonso de Vega, neighbors of this city [Puebla] served as witnesses. Documented by Toribio de Ma. Villa, public scribe. 1584/01/26